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Introduction:
Adverse drug reaction (ADR) is defined as a substantially injurious or unpleasant reaction as a consequence of an intervention relating to a medicinal product utilized, anticipating potential administering hazards and warranting avoidance or immediate care, or change of dosage scheme or removal of a product. ADR represents severe problems throughout the world. These problems can complicate a patient's medical conditions or increase morbidity, including death. A previous study showed around 100,000 deaths from medical errors in the US in 2000, while 7,000 were attributable to medication responses. Recently, a new type of product review has caught researchers' attention which is the medical review. In this regard, users can evaluate drug products by describing their experience when taking such medicine. Hence, several side effects and other related-medical entities would be mentioned. Therefore, a task has emerged to detect these mentions which are known as Adverse Drug Reaction (ADR) detection.

In the literature, ADR detection aims to automatically determine whether a sentence is related to an ADR. Most studies have crawled data from social media sites like Twitter or websites for drugs or medication reactions. Regular user comments and reviews were considered during the data collection process to extract ADR mentions, when the user reported a side effect after taking a specific medication. In the literature, most researchers focused on machine learning techniques to detect ADR. These methods train the classification model using annotated medical review data. Yet, there are still many challenging issues that face ADR extraction, especially the accuracy of detection. The main aim of this study is to propose LSA with ANN classifiers for ADR detection. The findings show the effectiveness of utilizing LSA with ANN in extracting ADR.
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An analysis (LSA) which exploits the contextual-usage meaning of words by statistical computations could assist in improving the performance of ADR using a small dataset. The main objective of this paper is to propose LSA with an ANN classifier for the purpose of ADR detection. The findings of this research may be included in the medicinal opinion mining approach to assist not only patients in considering the medicine before taking it but also physicians and organizations associated with drug manufacturers in taking user input into account when making decisions.

The paper is constructed as follows: In section II, we discuss the related works. In section III, we present our proposed method. After that, we explain the experimental results and discussion in section IV. Then we complete our findings in section V with future recommendations and outcomes.

Related Work

The literature indicates that many researchers are gaining interest in the task of ADR detection. The initial benchmark dataset for medical evaluations was provided by. In order to distinguish reviews from ADR, the authors used trigger phrases in addition to the rule-based approach. Additionally, this study suggested classifying ADR not reported to the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) by automatically collecting ADR from user comments on a variety of social media sites.

Pain et al. presented an ADR detection technique using the Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier. The proposed solution made use of a list of hashtags and keywords that commonly appeared in ADR. The researchers developed an automated drug-effect identification system using medical review data obtained from Twitter. The suggested traits can recognize a wide range of drug-effect entities. Their study covered the creation of post-marketing surveillance (PMS) techniques tailored to Twitter's text.

Ebrahimi et al. presented a technique of ADR extraction using SVM. Similarly, the authors have utilized the trigger terms with more medical concepts. To ascertain the side effects of medications from medical reviews, they used a set of medical concepts with properly identified entities as trigger phrases. The syntactic tag of phrases was identified via POS tagging. To find pharmacological side effects, a rule-based classification technique and SVM were used. As a subtask to identifying implicit views in medical literature and differentiating side effects and disease symptoms, this research devised a method to identify side effects in pharmaceutical reports.

Plachouras et al. have used N-gram representation and a set of gazetteer features to adverse drug events extraction from Twitter reviews. The strategy for supporting widespread pharmacovigilance was presented in this study. Through the training and testing of a supervised binary classifier, they addressed the issue of extracting negative events from tweets. In order to accommodate the final extraction, the authors utilized POS tags, sentiment analysis, a collection of gazetteers, words, and keywords, and surface features. These techniques were combined with the SVM classification method. The primary drawback of this study is its reliance on trigger phrases, even when the semantic component might be ignored.

Kiritchenko et al. proposed two collaborative tasks during the AMIA-2017 Workshop on Social Media Mining for Health Applications (SMM4H). The first task entailed categorizing tweets that mentioned ADR, whereas the second one involved categorizing tweets that discussed individual pharmaceutical usage. Using an SVM approach for ADR extraction, vector machine classifiers were trained with a range of surface-specific features, domain-specific features, and feelings for both tasks. To improve detection accuracy, the researchers filtered the trigger terms and used a domain-specific one. Medical reviews on Twitter were used in experiments.

Emadzadeh et al. proposed to enhance the performance of extracting ADR by combining the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) with latent semantic analysis and hybrid semantic analysis. This research presents a modular NLP pipeline for standardizing the mapping between ADRs' common names and their standardized Identifiers. They employed a publicly accessible, annotated corpus for their investigation, and they were successful in achieving an F-measure of 0.624.

Yousuf et al. analyzed how to extract adverse drug reactions (ADR) from social networks where users discuss specific medications. The majority of obtaining entities rely on certain phrases, sometimes referred to as trigger terms, which may exist before or after ADR. However, such definitions should be updated, amended, and regularly revised. The goal of this study was to propose an expansion of the trigger phrase based on several N-gram representations. Two document representations were used: TF-IDF and TF. The tests have an F-measure of 0.69 and used secondary information from medication websites.
Nafea Ahmed et al. aim to provide a semantic approach based on machine learning algorithms with latent semantic analysis (LSA) to enhance the identification of ADR. The studies utilized a benchmark dataset, several pre-processing techniques, and three classifiers trained on the proposed LSA, namely Naive Bayes, Support Vector Machine, and linear regression. Two document representations, TF and TF-IDF, were utilized. The study demonstrated good performance in terms of extracting ADR with an F-measure of 82%. However, we believe the accuracy of detection can still be improved. Hence, this study aims to propose an LSA with a deep learning technique using ANN for improving the detection of ADR. Applying LSA to the architecture of deep learning could improve the performance of ADR detection accuracy.

**Research Methodology**

The methodology involves five stages, and this is shown in Fig. 1. Firstly, annotated drug reviews are prepared using a dataset from Yates et al. benchmark dataset that has had some structure updated by Yousef et al. by adding more useful data fields. Secondly, preprocessing tasks were performed like stop word removal, tokenization and stemming. Thirdly, the terms are represented in vector space using TF and TF-IDF. Fourthly, semantic analysis is performed using LSA. Finally, the classification is done by using ANN. The following describes the methodology in more detail.

![Figure 1. Methodology.](image)

**Dataset**

This proposed approach utilized the same benchmark dataset by Yates et al. with some structure updated from Yousef et al. by adding more insightful columns of the data. There are 2500 reviews in the dataset utilized for this study (with 246 labelled documents). One or more sentences can be found in every document. There are 945 sentences in the texts extracted from Twitter. There are 982 ADRs in total among all texts. The language used to write these documents is English. The review data is gathered from three popular social media drug review sites, namely, askapatient.com, drugratingz.com, and drugs.com.

**Preprocessing**

In this stage, the text will undergo several preprocessing steps. The description is as follows:

- **Stop word removal** seeks to remove the common words that do not contain significant information. These terms are often deleted during preprocessing to decrease the amount of noise data or features that are not very useful. Typically, these are terms that are used frequently in the text, such as "the" "a" "an" and "of".

- **Tokenization** The purpose of tokenization is to convert the text into a set of sentences, and then those words are turned into a set of tokens (words).

- **Stemming** In this work Porter’s Stemmer method was applied. It is one of the most well-known stemming techniques since 1980. It is based on the idea that suffixes are made up of a range of smaller and simpler suffixes in the English language.

**Term Representation**

In this step, the data will represent the word frequency in the documents by the TF or TF-IDF. Term Frequency (TF) The term frequency is used in this process to indicate how many times the word appears in document. The following Eq.1 is used to address the frequency problems:

\[ W_t (d) = \frac{TD(t, d)}{1} \]

the word is t and the frequency document is d.

Inverse Document Frequency (IDF) seeks to have high weight for uncommon conditions, and low typical conditions weights. The Eq.2 is as follows:

\[ IDF_t = \log N \left( \frac{N}{N_t} \right) \]

where

- \( N \) is the total number of documents,
- \( N_t \) is the number of documents containing the term \( t \).
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where \( N_t \) is the number of documents that include the word and \( N \) denotes the total number of documents.

Term Frequency with Inverse Document Frequency TF-IDF This approach combines two separate TF and IDF approaches. The following is the weighting Eq. 3:

\[
W_t = TF(t,d) \cdot IDF_t
\]

where TF means a term frequency and IDF means the inverse document frequency of term.

Latent Semantic Analysis
In NLP processing, LSA is frequently used to determine the similarities between two different text classes. LSA aims to investigate the links between the meanings of the words, expressions, and concepts in both sets of documents by creating a vector space, where the documents are represented in the columns and the terms are displayed in the rows. To determine the semantics, LSA first employs either TF or TF-IDF, where all the unique words are gathered in separate attributes. Therefore, LSA takes either a CV or TF-IDF matrix as an input and outputs a dimensioned matrix with more values that accurately reflect the semantics of each word. This is accomplished using the SVD. Then it will be classified using the proposed method ANN algorithm.

The data is divided into 30% for testing and 70% for training is the same within the baseline. The learning rate is 0.01, the type of activation function is ReLU, the number of hidden layers is 2 the first hidden layer contains 64 units and the second one contains 32 units, the random state is 1 and the maximum iteration is 300.

The main structure of an artificial neural network (ANN) as shown in Fig. 3. This is the main building block that the proposed approach is based. A neural network consists of 3 types of layers:

- **Input layer**: The first layer is responsible for transferring input data to the next layer.
- **Hidden layers**: are responsible for understanding the connection between input and output values.
- **Output layer**: This layer produces the ANN's prediction result based on the given inputs.

The first process in the input layer starts with the input data and any number of random weights. Then feedforward process follows, producing the prediction values as an output result. After that, the prediction and real value are compared to evaluate the loss score. This calculation is done with the loss function. Then, the backpropagation is the next station.

Backpropagation merely updates the weights for each weight in the ANN by computing the derivative of the loss score. These derivatives are known as gradients. This gradient-based optimization is the mechanism of the ANN. Using backpropagation, the loss score can be reduced via an update of the weights. Ideally, the network should figure out the best weights to use to predict output with the least amount of error.

\[
SVD = \Sigma \Sigma U^T
\]
Evaluation

After applying the classification ADR using ANN, it is crucial to assess the outcomes of the classification achieved by ANN. To accomplish that, it is essential to underline some significant factors that indicate the correctness of the classification. For this purpose, it can be represented using the correct classified ADR known as TP, whereas FP is the incorrect classified ADR. Moreover, FN is the wrongly refused classified ADR, and lastly, TN rightly refused classified ADR. Therefore, the precision, recall and f-measure can be determined using the following Eq. 5, Eq. 6 and Eq. 7 respectively.

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{TP}{TP + FP} \tag{5}
\]

\[
\text{Recall} = \frac{TP}{TP + TN} \tag{6}
\]

\[
F - \text{measure} = \frac{2 \times \text{Precision} \times \text{Recall}}{\text{Precision} + \text{Recall}} \tag{7}
\]

Result and Discussion:

This section shows the outcomes of the suggested combination of LSA and ANN models. The experimental setting aims to compare the performance of the proposed research with the baseline. The baseline used the same data set from a benchmark dataset. The annotated ADR review dataset used is by Yates et al. which Yousef et al. updated by adding additional meaningful columns to the data. The baseline utilized the same suggested technique through the feature representation, which employed LSA with TF or TF-IDF. Then, testing and training were conducted using the same distribution as the baseline. The data is divided into 30% for testing and 70% for training. The baseline employed different machine learning methods classifiers like SVM, NB, and LR whereas this study used ANN. The outcomes of the proposed ANN via LSA through the TF and TF-IDF with baseline are shown in Table 1.

The classification results based on F-measure are presented in Fig. 4, showing the comparison between the ADR baseline research using machine learning opposite the proposed work using ANN. The findings demonstrated that the presented technique employing ANN showed improvement in terms of f-measure when compared with the baseline research which utilized other machine learning algorithms. The proposed ANN using the TF and ANN showed enhanced f-measure results, achieving 85% as opposed to the baseline LR of 82%. The proposed ANN using the TF-IDF showed enhanced f-measure results, achieving 83% as opposed to the baseline LR 80%. The superiority of using LSA with ANN is due to the fact that semantic correspondences have been identified correctly, as opposed to using LSA with machine learning algorithms. In terms of detecting ADRs, the suggested LSA with ANN performs better than the baseline. This result suggests that LSA with ANN approach to extracting ADRs is promising.
In addition to the traditional baseline, which made use of standard strategies like a machine learning approach, it is important to discuss cutting-edge strategies that used deep learning techniques. Zhang et al. 2 used Twitter ADR data and this proposed adversarial transfer learning architecture for the ADR challenge performs with an F1 of 68.58%. Yousef et al. 10 have created trigger terms to identify ADR using machine learning categorization techniques. They succeeded in achieving an f-measure of 69%. Lee et al. 31 have extracted ADRs using CNN's deep learning method, achieving an f-measure of 64.5%. Cocos et al. 32 have achieved an f-measure of 75.5% using a deep learning method of RNN to extract ADRs. Wang et al. 33 which made use of deep neural network techniques have achieved an f-measure of 84.4%. Due to the differing dataset, it is not feasible to compare these findings to the suggested approach. The performance of these deep learning techniques depends on many factors and the size of the dataset could be one of them. The proposed ANN is still seen to be competitive especially when the data used is on a small scale.

**Conclusion:**

The results showed that the proposed approach outperforms the baseline by achieving 85% of the f-measure via TF with ANN compared to the f-measure obtained by the baseline of 82%. Therefore, the proposed method demonstrated that the use of LSA with ANN had improved ADR detection. This finding implies the effectiveness of using LSA with ANN in extracting ADRs. The limitation of this study exploring real-time reviews would contribute towards discovering new side-effects of new drugs such as covid 19 drugs. in the future could apply sophisticated word embedding with the architecture of deep learning. It could improve the performance of ADR detection.
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الشبكة العصبية الاصطناعية والتحليل الدالي الكامن للكشف عن التفاعلات الضارة للأدوية

أحمد عادل نافع
نازليا عمر

مركز تكنولوجيا الذكاء الاصطناعي (CAIT) ، كلية علوم وتكنولوجيا المعلومات ، جامعة ماليزيا الوطنية (UKM) ، بانجي ، سيلانجور ، ماليزيا.

الخلاصة:
تفاعلات الدواء الضارة (ADR) هي معلومات مهمة للتحقق من وجهة نظر المريض بشأن دواء معين. في الدراسة، تم تحليل تعليقات ومراجعات المستخدمين للعثور على تأثيرات جانبية بعد تناول دواء معين. تم استخدام تقنية التعلم الآلي لتدريب نموذج التصنيف باستخدام بيانات المراجعات الطبية والعلمية. نتائج الدراسة أظهرت فعالية استخدام الشبكة العصبية الاصطناعية (ANN) مع التحليل الدالي الكامن (LSA) للكشف عن ADR.

الكلمات المفتاحية: التفاعلات الدوائية الضارة، الشبكة العصبية الاصطناعية، التصنيف، التعلم العميق، التحليل الدالي الكامن.